* UST employs FDDI as its campus-wide network
  In a feature on fibre distributed data interface (FDDI), Computerworld HK (3.12) mentioned the captioned.

* VC/P and Mrs Woo attend Heep Yunn School's 55th speech day
  SCM Post (Young Post) (16.12) reported the event which was held on 4.12. The paper quoted VC/P as saying that youngsters should enrich themselves with knowledge to cope with the territory's political changes and the development towards democracy.

* Dr I-Hsun Ni of BIOL speaks at Popular Science Lecture Series
  The Standard (17.12) announced on the captioned lecture held at the HK Science Museum on 21.12.

* Computer experts attend ICES '92
  Three papers, the Standard (18.12), Ta Kung Pao (23.12) and Express (28.12) reported that about 400 computer experts from all around the world attended the event.

* Legend Technology Ltd donates $12,000 to UST
  Our press release on the captioned was picked up by Sing Tao Daily (21/12).

* Survey on HK women after their migration to Toronto
  Sing Tao Daily (21.12) quoted a survey conducted by Wendy Chan, EOI of PVCAA's office, during her study in Canada in 1991 and said female HK immigrants in Toronto had less free time and to bear greater family responsibilities than before their migration.

* Sun Microsystems wins UST contract
  Three papers, Wah Kiu Yat Pao (21.12), HK Economic Times (23.12) and HK Commercial Daily (25.12) reported that Sun Microsystems had won a $4- million contract to supply UST with workstations and servers.

* VC/P and Mrs Woo attended the 130th anniversary banquet of Queen's College
  Ming Pao (23.12) carried a photo of VC/P and Mrs Woo at the event.

* Government will save $500-million as a result of the "clawback"
  In a story on the captioned, Wah Kiu Yat Pao (23.12) reported that among the 6 universities and tertiary institutions affected by the "clawback", UST would have to return $54-million to the Govt.

* More parking space will be available to visitors to UST
  Oriental Daily News (23.12) referred to a reader's complaint that parking space for visitors to UST was not enough and quoted a UST spokesman as replying that an extra parking space for 100 cars would be available with the completion of Phase 2 in early 1993.

* General introduction on UST's academic programmes
  A Chinese youth magazine, Young girl (issues 122, 123 and 124/1992), carried 3 consecutive features on the captioned.

* New Information Technology Conference at UST
  Sing Tao Daily (25.12) reported briefly on the conference.
* Dr K M Ko of BICH talks about new concepts on ageing
  HK Times (25.12) reported that Dr Ko was invited to talk about new
  concepts on ageing at a banquet organised by alumni of the Dept.
  of Biochemistry of CUHK on 27.12.

* Symposium on Folk Documents and South China Studies (6-7.1)
  Four papers, Sing Tao Daily (26.12), Express (26.12), Ming Pao
  (26.12) and HK Economic Journal (25.12) carried stories about the
  symposium. Three of the papers interviewed the organisers - Prof
  Hong Hsu and Dr C C Choi of HUMA. They talked about their research
  and the use of folk documents in social studies. HK Economic
  Journal mentioned about the event in a feature. All papers also
  noted that UST might consider establishing a centre for South
  China studies.

* Seminar on "Critiques of Modernity: Culture, Democarcy and Discourse of
  the Self" held at UST on 31.12
  HK Times (26.12) and Ta Kung Pao (29.12) briefly reported on the
  seminar.

* Dr Lewis Lu of FNEC talks about the stock market in China
  HK Economic Journal (29.12) carried Dr Lu's analysis on the stock
  market in China.

* Dr Lewis Lu of FNEC talks about bonds issued by the Chinese Government
  Dr Lu talked about the captioned in his feature in HK Economic
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